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Cyflwyniad

Arddangosfa’r Israddedigion yw pinacl cyflawniadau’r myfyrwyr 
Anrhydedd Sengl a Chyfun dros gyfnod o dair blynedd o astudio; 
cyflawnwyd y gwaith a welwch yng nghyd-destun un modiwl yn eu 
blwyddyn derfynol. Gofynnwyd i’r myfyrwyr gynhyrchu dilyniant o 
weithiau i ddangos ffrwyth aeddfed eu hastudiaethau. 

I’r uwchraddedigion, hon yw’r gyntaf o ddwy arddangosfa, a’r 
bwriad yw i hon fod yn ddatganiad dros-dro o’u datblygiad. Mae’r 
gwaith a ddangosir yn tystio i safon uchel barhaus gwaith ein 
myfyrwyr: mae’r cyfoeth a’r amrywiaeth yn adlewyrchiad o’u hegni 
a’u brwdfrydedd.

Yn olaf, hoffwn gymryd y cyfle i ddiolch i holl staff yr Ysgol Gelf, 
yn staff dysgu a staff ategol, rhan-amser ac amser llawn, am eu 
gwaith caled a’u hymroddiad parhaus.

Robert Meyrick 
Pennaeth yr Ysgol



Introduction

Welcome to our 2017 graduate exhibitions. 

I am very pleased this year to introduce to you the work of 33 
undergraduate and 12 postgraduate students. The paintings, drawings, 
prints, illustrations, photographs, installations, performances and films 
exhibited here attest to the continued high standard of achievement of 
our students, the richness and diversity of their work demonstrating their 
energy and enthusiasm.

The Undergraduate Exhibition represents the high point of our students’ 
achievement over three years of study. The work on display was executed 
in the context of one module in the students’ final year. It is only a 
selection of their artwork that is shown. Work in portfolios, studies, 
sketchbooks, visual diaries and preparatory materials will also be 
assessed. Generally, Single Honours students undertook 40 credits of 
study while Joint Honours students took 30 credits of study.  
All were required to produce a continuity of works that demonstrate a 
resolution of their practice.

Our postgraduate students are participating in either the first or second 
of two exhibitions that they must stage during their degree. The first 
is intended as an interim statement of the development of technical, 
stylistic and conceptual skills. The second allows the student to bring to 
completion a self-initiated and self-directed program of work that refines 
the specific research problem that arises from research undertaken in 
their first exhibition.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the School’s teaching and 
support staff, full and part-time, for their continued hard work and 
commitment - especially Phil Garratt and Andrew Baldwin who once 
again have organised both the exhibition and catalogue.  
I am sure colleagues across the university, as well as visitors to our 
galleries, will join me in wishing our graduates all the very best in their 
future careers.

Professor Robert Meyrick
Head of School
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Untitled, sound installation

Jakob Buraczewski
BA Dylunio Rhyng-gyfryngol a MA Celfyddyd Gain  
BA Intermedia Design and MA Fine Art

I aspire to focus on the concept of time, and how it relates to the form of 
sound. The idea of natural instruments occurred to me; in particular, the 
musicality of the sea. The waves reminded me of piano keys. Therefore, I 
wanted to bring these two ‘instruments’ together. I fixed objects thrown-
up by the sea – after my first experience of a storm in Aberystwyth 
– onto a piano, which dictated the form the instrument would take, as 
well as the sound it would make. I also played recordings of the sea, 
which I made while beachcombing for objects. This, then, created a 
correspondence and interaction between the aural experience of the sea 
and piano together.



Paul Kata, digital video with installation, 5.1 sound, 1 minute 52 seconds
The Yuj Series, digital video on monitor, 5.1 sound, 5 minutes 14 seconds

Rebecca Byrne
MA Celfyddyd Gain | MA Fine Art

In my films Paul Kata and The Yuj Series, I am exploring the balance 
of stillness and force in the mind and body. In Paul Kata my subject is 
Karate Sensei, Paul James, who displays the stance of aggression and 
being ready to fight. However, I am delving deeper; reflecting the inner 
focus, strength, exertion and awareness of the body. In The Yuj Series  
I try to express these things also, but combine it with the subtle tension 
of holding Yoga poses within this spiritual practice. The word ‘Yuj’ 
derives from the ancient language Sanskrit meaning ‘to unite’ and ‘to 
disciplinate’.



Seventeen, acrylic on canvas, 90 x 90

Sarah Cleary
MA Celfyddyd Gain | MA Fine Art

A dissolution of flowers into melancholic fluidity. These paintings are 
intended to convey my emotional state of mind. By using palettes 
comprising both contrasting and complimentary colours and tones, 
the works have sought to externalise, reconcile, and redeem my inner 
conflicts and the shadows of the vulnerable psyche. The paintings are 
built up through a slow and instinctive overlay of thin glazes and washes. 
The process reflects the fragility and delicacy of the human heart.  
Just as it has to rain in order for flowers to grow, beauty often emerges  
as the necessary result of suffering.



Cosmic Transmogrification 8, acrylic on canvas, 26 x 31 

Vin Førde
MA Celfyddyd Gain a Hanes Celf | MA Fine Art and Art History

I am an abstract fine artist who has developed a style of painting that 
combines technical devices from several artistic traditions. I use very 
fine needles and brushes to create intricate compositions. My artwork is 
informed by subjects such as quantum physics, Hubble space telegraphy, 
paranormal science, esoteric mysticism and Nordic art. These sources are 
made manifest through the complex detail that comprises my artwork. 
The result is dense webs of saturated calligraphic surfaces, each alike 
yet, simultaneously, distinct



Book Image - Dragon Born, digital painting, 9 x 9

Natasha Harris
MA Celfyddyd Gain | MA Fine Art

As a child, reading fantasy, myth and adventure stories stirred my 
imagination. It was these early experiences of storybook fiction that 
inspired me to write and illustrate my own short story. The tale follows 
in the footsteps of a young dragon - lost in an unfamiliar world - who is 
desperate to find a new family. Unfortunately her journey is not as easy 
as she thought it would be. The illustrations have been created using 
digital painting techniques. The style is simple, the colour warm and cool. 
The tones reflect the emotions of the story.



Seasons, oil and textile on canvas, 60 x 60 

Nevyana Hristova
MA Celfyddyd Gain | MA Fine Art

My work is based on a strong pull between two instincts: inspiration 
born of a sense of felt perception and conscious forethought. Out of 
this interaction, the painting emerges. The process is not necessarily a 
clear, an easy, or a pretty one; although, at its completion, it may reflect 
something very real (within me). It is a complicated love story between, 
on the one hand, loudness and brightness and, on the other hand, 
subtlety and whispering. I believe that an artwork can both return to the 
artist an inner power, and create an enigma within which the viewer may 
interpret their own significance.



All Sides, etching, 32 x 31

Tom McOwat
MA Celfyddyd Gain | MA Fine Art

We live on a spherical planet of irregular forms, but we generally live 
within, and view the world, from the unnatural rectangle. Our dwellings 
are groups of rectangles often constructed from these geometric units. 
Model planning systems are based upon rectangular grids. Bricks 
are rectangular units of construction and their textures, colour and 
configurations, can excite the imagination and become doorways inviting 
exploration. Individually and collectively they can offer superficial 
aesthetic appeal or inspire almost cosmic transportation to the wonders 
of interstellar space. My prints are inspired by bricks, and all the printing 
plates are in their proportions.



Jenny Mynett 
MA Celfyddyd Gain | MA Fine Art

Yn yr un modd ag y mae dynion tywydd yn ceisio rhagfynegi patrymau’r 
tywydd sydd i ddod, rwyf innau’n ceisio cynrychioli’r hyn sy’n cyrraedd ac 
yn cychwyn o’r dyfodol, o ran y bydoedd trydanol anweladwy.  
Mae’r gorffennol, y presennol a’r dyfodol wedi’u clymu’n un yn llwyr – 
mae’r dyfodol wedi ei ddal yn y presennol a’r canlyniad yw’r gorffennol.  
Mae’r gwaith hwn yn cynnwys proses o baentio awtomatig yn ymateb i’r 
hyn a deimlaf a’i synhwyro, cyn sgrin-argraffu’r delweddau dilynol.  
Mae rhai o’r canlyniadau hyn yn adlewyrchu’r cysyniad o ‘Leoedd Tenau’. 
Llefydd lle gall rhywun synhwyro’r hyn sy’n ymddangos fel llen rhwng y 
bydoedd hysbys/anhysbys neu weladwy/anweladwy lle mae’r ddau fyd 
yn cydgymysgu.

In the way weather-forecasters seek to predict forthcoming weather 
patterns, I seek to represent what is incoming and on-setting from the 
future, in terms of the unseen electrical worlds. The past, present and 
future are fully intertwined - the future is captured in the now and the 
result becomes the past. This work involves a process of automatic 
painting responding to what I feel and sense, then screen-printing the 
resultant images. Some of these results reflect the concept of ‘Thin 
Places’. Places where one can sense what seems to be a curtain between 
the known/unknown or seen/unseen worlds where both intermingle.

Response I, screenprint, 30 x 30



Jess Raby
MA Celfyddyd Gain | MA Fine Art

Rwyf yn artist rhyngddisgyblaethol sy’n gweithio gyda fideo, 
ffotograffiaeth, sain a gosodiad. Rwy’n casglu, yn arsylwi ac yn chwarae 
gyda’r deunyddiau naturiol sydd yn f’amgylchedd uniongyrchol, ac oddi 
amgylch. Mae fy ngwaith yn ein galluogi i oedi, ystyried a gwerthfawrogi 
harddwch byrhoedlog ac arallfydol natur, mae’n ymgorffori themâu 
planhigion ac anifeiliaid, a marwolaeth, a bydd yn aml yn atgoffa’r 
gwyliwr o fyrhoedledd bywyd. Byddaf yn aml yn hongian gwrthrychau 
mewn gwagle du neu wyn i gyfeirio at baentio bywyd llonydd. Mae’r 
cynrychioliadau preifat hyn yn dal ac yn rhoi ar gof a chadw ennyd 
arbennig ym mywyd yr unigolyn.

I am an interdisciplinary artist working with video, photography, audio 
and installation. I collect, observe and play with natural materials 
found in and around my immediate environment. My work allows us to 
pause, contemplate and appreciate the ephemeral and ethereal beauty 
in nature, it embodies themes of flora, fauna and death and will often 
remind the viewer of the brevity of life. I frequently suspend objects 
in a black or white void to reference still life painting. These intimate 
representations capture and preserve particular moments in time of an 
individual’s life.

Pabi Melyn (Yellow Poppy), digital video



Alex Tanton 
MA Celfyddyd Gain | MA Fine Art

My collection has developed around the idea of the ‘Stone Tape Theory’; 
the notion that echoes of critical or traumatic events can be recorded 
by the surrounding environment, triggered to replay when the conditions 
are just right. This theory has been the turning point of my work. I have 
experimented with wide apertures to create an image with a limited 
depth of field and a slither of a detailed aspect. These small detailed 
sections of the scene pinpoint the key aspects of decay, uncertainty 
and neglect in ancient stone. Through the semi-abstract nature of the 
photograph they intimate at structures transfixed on the edge of an abyss 
with the knowledge that everything will crumble away before too long.

Blurred Visages, silver print on matt paper, 48 x 48



Alysia Webster
MA Celfyddyd Gain | MA Fine Art

My paintings result from my experience of hiking in Snowdonia 
during winter and also making a response to turbulent weather, both 
on the mountains and at sea level here in Aberystwyth. These recent 
explorations of Welsh landscape feed into my work along with my 
memories of the volcanic landscapes of Hawaii. The collision and 
subsequent merging of these contradicting landscapes has allowed me 
to deconstruct my previous practice, to focus on how paint may be ‘set 
free’ as I attempt to capture the tempestuous forces of nature.

Colliding Landscape, oil, 20 x 20 



Eleanor West
MA Celfyddyd Gain | MA Fine Art

My work is a realisation of experimental and archaic photographic 
processes. Each plate is crafted as an object rather than a print. 
This exhibition is a collection of my experimentations, breaking the 
boundaries of these processes. Themes within this body of work reflect 
my interest in portraiture, still life and nature. Each object captures 
a moment in time, embracing the instantaneous nature of modern 
photography while accepting the human desire of possession.  
My autodidactic approach has broadened my development as an artist 
and affirmed my understanding of the roots of photography;  
re-contextualizing the old within contemporary practice. The work has 
become an appropriation of both the historical and experimental, using 
chemistry to create a snapshot of reality.

Willow, collodion wetplate on trophy aluminium, 10 x 12
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Aberystwyth Promenade, linocut, 90 x 50

Sophie Clifton
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

From a young age I have always had an attraction to the seaside and 
beaches so it is no surprise that Aberystwyth seafront has been a major 
inspiration for my final year project. My focus this semester has been on 
the shape and colour of architecture facing onto the promenade along 
North Beach. My prints focus not only on recognisable buildings such 
as the round Baravin restaurant or the Royal Pier but also on the many 
Victorian properties which are still used today as hotels and university 
halls.



A Moment From The Dance, etching on aluminium plate, 21 x 15

Natalie Downes
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

Exploring non-toxic etching techniques and pushing them further,  
I focus on showing the movement within dance, whilst trying to inspire 
the fascination I have for dance within others.  I found my passion for 
printmaking when movement and the dancing figure became the focus 
of my art.   
I am captivated by what is individual to dance compared to other 
movement. Using skill, music, and repetition, it wordlessly conveys 
emotions. As I go on to explore dance as a printmaking artist, hopefully 
it will continue to develop my relationship with print, leading to different 
non-toxic techniques being uncovered and revived.



Spring (Seasons in the Anthropocene), plate lithography, 65 x 45

Beth Edwards
BA Celfyddyd Gain a Hanes Celf | BA Fine Art and Art History

Mae gwneud printiau yn hudol oherwydd mae’r cyfan yn ymwneud ag 
arbrofi. I mi fodd bynnag, mae natur ddyfeisgar print, ynghyd â lliw, 
yn berffaith er mwyn ymchwilio i syniadau am ddynolryw a harddwch 
naturiol. Y rhyng-gysylltedd rhwng natur a dynoliaeth - eu tebygrwydd 
a’u dylanwad ar ei gilydd – yw’r ysbrydoliaeth tu ôl i Seasons in the 
Anthropocene, cyfres amwys sy’n awgrymu cylch bywyd naturiol y 
wenynen ac effaith pobl ar yr amgylchedd. Mae’r uniad hwn o syniadau a 
phrintiau wedi’i ysbrydoli gan arlunwyr mor amrywiol ag Alphonse Mucha 
a Thomas Bewick. 

Printmaking is captivating because it is all about experimentation. For me 
though the innovative nature of print, combined with colour, is perfect 
for investigating ideas about mankind and natural beauty.  
The interconnectivity between nature and humanity – their similarities 
and influence on one another – is the inspiration behind Seasons in the 
Anthropocene, an ambiguous series that both suggests the natural life 
cycle of the bee and human environmental impact. This fusion of ideas 
and printmaking draws inspiration from artists as diverse as Alphonse 
Mucha and Thomas Bewick.



Mrs Elizabeth Powell/The Grey Lady, pencil, 21 x 30

Siân Evans
BA Celfyddyd Gain a Llenyddiaeth Saesneg
BA Fine Art and English Literature

Nid oes yr un stad arall yng Ngheredigion wedi dal ysbryd lleol cystal â 
Phlas Nanteos. Daliwyd fy nychymyg gan y plas urddasol hwn o’r 18fed 
ganrif ers dyddiau fy mhlentyndod. Mae fy ngwaith darlunio, o’r herwydd, 
yn dyst i’m diddordeb gydol oes yn Nanteos, a atgyfnerthwyd gan 
ddealltwriaeth fwy diweddar a thrylwyr o’i ganolbwynt dylanwadol, sef 
teulu Powell. Wrth ddal y personoliaethau a’r digwyddiadau a ffurfiodd 
hanes Nanteos, gobeithiaf arddangos dynoliaeth gynhenid y teulu 
Powell sy’n cael ei hanghofio’n rhy aml oherwydd eu gwychder materol a 
chymdeithasol. 

No other Cardiganshire estate has captured the local spirit as well as 
Nanteos Mansion. This imposing 18th-century mansion has captured 
my imagination since childhood. My illustration work, as a result, is 
a consequence of my lifelong interest in Nanteos, fortified by a more 
recent and deeper understanding of its influential nucleus, the Powell 
family. In capturing the personalities and events that shaped the history 
of Nanteos, I hope to display the Powell’s inherent humanity that is all 
too often forgotten amidst their material and societal splendour.



Violet, pencil and watercolour on watercolour paper, 25 x 21

Emma Finnigan
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

As a fan of mystery and adventure novels, the “absurdist” fiction in 
Lemony Snicket’s A Series of Unfortunate Events was an obvious choice 
for my project. The challenge was to envision the main characters when 
I read those books. In the past, I have experimented with various media, 
but I’ve found that a combination of graphite pencil and gold ink let me 
produce work that is sensitive and on the verge of realism. It also lets me 
convey the gothic undertones of the books. It is pretty spectacular being 
able to contribute to someone else’s fictional world.



Unequal Despair (left eye), oil on board, 80 x 80

Rebecca Fletcher
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

This series of paintings is a reaction to the personal and global 
mistreatment of women around the world. Recent events not only in 
America but globally, have disheartened so many young girls and women. 
This work was made to highlight the pain and anger that many women 
feel every day, be that by  catcalls, sexist comments or abuse. In these 
paintings there is disheartenment and pain portrayed in the eyes, but the 
surrounding skin is painted in a violent and angry way to show that the 
fight for change is still very much alive.



Alexander and Jemma, lithograph, 60 x 40

Jemma Garvey
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

I first met Alex online in 2010, met him in person for the first time in 
his home country of America at the start of 2015, and we then became 
engaged in late 2016. The prints celebrate the coming together of two 
cultures, the journey of our meeting, engagement and eventual union. 
Working with lithography and etching, the composition has been inspired 
by Durer’s Adam and Eve (1507) and pays homage to the use of triptych 
and praedella - much used by painters of religious icons during the 
Renaissance.



From the book ‘Monty the Postman’, digital painting, 21 x 21

Daniella Gear  
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

Rwyf wastad wedi ymddiddori mewn lliwiau llachar ac archwilio 
posibiliadau creadigol paent acrylig gweadog - yn aml er ei fwyn ei hun. 
Wrth eu sganio a’u mewnforio i Photoshop, gellir defnyddio’r paentiadau 
haniaethol hyn fel torion i’w hymgorffori mewn darluniadau ochr yn ochr 
â phaentio digidol a brasluniau sy’n defnyddio brwsh sy’n rhoi effaith 
creonau. Mae’n ffordd syml ac effeithiol o ddarlunio llyfrau ar gyfer 
darllenwyr ifanc. 

I have always been interested in bright colours and exploring the creative 
potential of textured acrylic paint - often for its own sake. When scanned 
and imported into Photoshop, these abstract paintings can be used as 
cut-outs to be incorporated into illustrations alongside digital painting 
and outlines drawn with crayon-effect brushes. It is a simple and 
effective means to illustrate books for young readers.



Limbs, digital photograph, 59 x 42

Jennifer Goodwin
BA Celfyddyd Gain a Llenyddiaeth Saesneg   
BA Fine Art and English Literature

My work focuses on creating a sense of atmosphere and narrative, more 
specifically one that is sinister, reflective and uneasy. My keen interest in 
detective and crime fiction has flowed into the images with a noirish use 
of black and white or desaturated colour often setting the scene.  
I like to create strong contrasts of highlight and shadow to further 
intensify and dramatise the images. The selective use of light, 
composition and framing are all key to this work with the suggestion of 
the crime scene and residual presence of darkness.



Tranquil Turmoil, acrylic on canvas, 100 x 100

Emily Griffin
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

My work over the last few months has been a range of abstract paintings, 
with the aim of capturing my own moods and emotions. The paintings I 
have created are mainly based on my own personal struggles with OCD, 
anxiety and depression. I therefore wanted to use painting as a way of 
expressing and visualising mental illness and emotion.  
My recent work focuses on colour and paint application, looking at how 
different painting methods can influence the mood and interpretation of 
each piece.



Don’t Kill my Vibe, oil on board, 92 x 92

Eleanor Hall
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

The work is a visualisation of memory and of how I see memory, visually. 
In the works, what I don’t remember is as important as what I do.  
All the images evoke memories of friends, but through the landscapes of 
Aberystwyth that I associate with them. The paintings’ titles are quotes 
by those people during conversations that I had with them on walks 
across the seafront. The paintings will in turn become part of my future 
memories of living in Aberystwyth.



Woman at Rest, acrylic on canvas, 76 x 102

Liliane Hauser
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

This series of paintings arose from drawings made in the woodlands 
around my home in Poland. No matter how many times I explored other 
topics,  I always returned to the special connection that I believe exists 
between humans and trees. It is as if this project was meant to be.  
By closely observing trees, I noticed an interplay of form, where the bark 
appeared to resemble parts of the human figure. My aim was to develop 
a painting language that would highlight this ambiguity and to encourage 
the viewer to make further discoveries of their own.



Torrential Rain, oil on canvas, 100 x 100

Megan Hayes
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

Since the second semester of my second year, I’ve striven to make 
paintings of a creature that has become something of a nuisance in the 
area. ‘Rats with wings’, is a common name that I’ve heard seagulls called. 
My aim has been to redeem their image, in some measure.  
I chose circular canvases in order to create both the illusion of flight and 
of being in the air with the birds. I wanted the gulls to look vicious in 
some of the works. In others, I portrayed them as part of nature. I did this 
by fusing the birds with their surroundings.  
My project has been inspired by my three years at Aberystwyth. Having 
never lived by the sea before, I found the environment and its inhabitants 
inspiring. I wanted to celebrate this experience in my work.



Karan, acrylic on wooden board, 15 x 15

Natalia Heathcote
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

Each painting is a direct response to the experience of being in life 
class and making sequences of observational drawings and studies that 
capture the shifting shapes and colour of the human figure.  
These provide material for my paintings, where I emphasise colour and 
shape through the use of line and overlapping glazes. It is the subtle, 
unexpected colours and forms that attract me to explore this subject,  
as well as the contingent and temporary nature of the human figure.  
These aspects are reflected in the scale and format of the circular 
compositions that further echo the natural curvature of the body.



Miffy at the Gallery, watercolour, pencil and wax crayon on paper, 29 x 22

Sophie Hible
BA Celfyddyd Gain a Llenyddiaeth Saesneg  
BA Fine Art and English Literature

When creating a piece of art, my inner-child fascinations fill the paper 
with quirky and peculiar interpretations of the animal kingdom. I try to 
integrate the daily antics and peculiarities of human beings, personifying 
the animals and making them relatable to the child audience.  
‘Miffy at the Gallery’ takes the reader on an educational journey 
of discovering art and questioning the artists’ decisions. Layering 
watercolour, pencil and wax crayon allows me to create intricate details, 
textures and patterns, which help to capture the animals’ personalities.



Ulmo, watercolour, 21 x 25 

Alecia Jackson
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

J. R. R. Tolkien’s universe and theology is one of breath-taking complexity 
and beauty. It is a massively popular franchise, with fans and followers 
around the globe. As a child I was captured by the magic in his words. 
I later discovered his first book The Silmarillion which outlines the core 
of his theological world, its beginnings and history. Of particular interest 
to me was the Valar, a group of supernatural beings with extraordinary 
powers, not dissimilar to Greek and Roman Gods of old and it is these 
characters I have chosen to interpret and illustrate.



Homage to Pauline Boty (It’s Not Just a Man’s World Anymore), acrylic on canvas, 21 x 30

Brit Jackson
BA Celfyddyd Gain a Hanes Celf | BA Fine Art and Art History

My practice explores the notion of achieving female liberation 
through the celebration and exploration of self. My work, with roots 
in mythology, critiques gender inequalities and reflects on histories 
while simultaneously visualising juxtaposing ideas of imagined futures. 
The nature and imagery of the paintings have a naive quality that pays 
homage to female adolescence. Inspirations from feminist Pop Art of 
the 1960s run throughout my work too. As an Australian study-abroad 
student this semester, the Internet has also played a large role in the 
development of my work. This intangible domain has paradoxically 
provided a sense of place and inclusion. For a united future, I believe 
that connections are vital and empathy is key.



Screen-time: 63 minutes, digital print, 152 x 102

Imogen Jones
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

Screen-time

The photographic series ‘Screen-time’ presents private moments when 
the only engagement and connection is with a mobile phone, they are a 
representation of the isolated reality of being ‘on social media’.  
The insignificance of one of these moments visually juxtaposed with an 
advertising billboard explores the relationship between the private and 
public contexts of social media. The billboard is a commercial, purpose-
built advertisement. Using social media is in effect, a more subliminal 
form of self advertising. They are both an instant, publicly accessible 
form of communication designed to be consumed by the viewer.



The Seal Skin, ink & Spectrum Noir pen on paper, 19 x 21

Jennifer Moffitt
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

My current work is based on the myths and legends of Iceland. I found 
the stories very interesting after a visit to Iceland in October last year. 
I chose to first make 3D models of all the characters then use some 
reference photographs for more difficult poses. I also made use of the 
photographs I took of Icelandic landscapes. I prefer to use inks with 
stippled shading and small areas of local colour.



Ostara’s Flame, acrylic and ink on canvas board, 102 x 80

Madeline Peters
BA Celfyddydau Creadigol | BA Creative Arts

My paintings depict a composite dream-like adventure through the first 
day of spring. Initially inspired by a warm, sunny walk in Pembrokeshire, 
the images evoke an unknown journey in my mind, becoming both place 
and no place, an organic abstraction of imagined landscapes. They tell 
their own narrative as they constantly shift through the movement of light 
and time: a series of captured memories, thoughts, inspirations, senses of 
place, emotions and experiences. They have many entwining layers that 
document moments of colour, creating new places - landscape worlds 
immersed in their own bubbles of mystery, diffusion, ambiguity and 
spirituality.



Advice from a Caterpillar, digital print, 42 x 42

Claudia Ronaldi Pocrnic
BA Celfyddyd Gain a Llenyddiaeth Saesneg  
BA Fine Art and English Literature

In his novel for children Alice in Wonderland, Lewis Carroll makes 
implicit references to explicit desires. The illustrations for this project 
offer a new interpretation of the author’s codified prose.

Thus grew the tale of Wonderland: 
Thus slowly, one by one, 
Its quaint events were hammered out – 
And now the tale is done, 
And home we steer, a merry crew, 
Beneath the setting sun.

Alice! a childish story take, 
And with gentle hand 
Lay it were Childhood’s dreams are twined 
In Memory’s mystic band, 
Like pilgrim’s wither’d wreath of flowers 
Pluck’d in a far-off land.



‘My Welcome Rebel’, A Dapple Grey Gelding Belonging to Miss Myfanwy Powell,  
oil on board, 50 x 375

Myfanwy Powell
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

Over the last three years at university, my love of horses and art has 
amalgamated. I now have a more thorough understanding of both, having 
made work that has surpassed my own expectations.  
The English painter George Stubbs (1724-1806) has influenced my 
endeavours significantly. This last semester I’ve focused on the static 
profile of the horse set against, on the one hand, a more contemporary 
background and, on the other, a contrived landscape derived from the 
equine tradition, exemplified by Stubbs and his contemporaries.  
My aim has been to rehabilitate this tradition in terms of a  
contemporary practice.



Night Palette II, photographic print on forex, 80 x 60

Bronwen Pritchard
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

Revisiting an old coping mechanism and seeing it evolve as I have grown 
since last using it. The marks made on myself through this become more 
meaningful and interesting than the naive paintings that begat them. 
Explored in conjunction with mental illness and automatic writing,  
I feel these photographs are part of a larger field of unconscious, frantic 
thought. They are paintings of lost meaning, translated through skin. 
Accidental, unconscious mark making simply recorded.



 Broken Soul, oil on board  20 x 28

Bradley Rees
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

This series of paintings reflects my study into techniques from the 
Renaissance through to Neo-Classical and is inspired by contemporary 
themes. I have attempted to show different states of consciousness that 
reflect the harsh realities of modern life: hopelessness, sorrow and stress. 
Continuous exploration with oil paint and colour has enhanced the 
mysterious atmosphere that supports and fragments these portraits.



Unknown, film, 3 x 7

Samantha Robinson
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

My work is a twist on analogue photography. By hand manipulating the 
film I create unsettling photographs of the world we know. I have used 
controlled chaos in both the analogue and digital stages. Chemicals were 
applied to the film and traced their course of destruction as they saw fit; 
the scanner picked up the pieces and chose the final selection.  
This has resulted in ghosts of the original image being left in the 
‘destroyed’ photograph. Structures are recognisable but the effect 
of what is left on the film is strange, echoes of the ‘real’ that suggest 
‘somewhere else’.



The Fish With No Fins page 9-10, mixed media, 12 x 16

Zoe Rowson
BA Celfyddyd Gain ac Astudiaethau Ffilm a Theledu  
BA Fine Art and Film and Television Studies

The Fish With No Fins 

The moral of this book is two-fold: dropping litter is harmful to the 
environment and bullying, which often begins among very young 
children, is wrong. ‘The Fish With No Fins’ aims to help children learn 
about our environment and to acknowledge the importance of picking 
up litter, which has a detrimental effect on ocean life. The book tells 
of an octopus, the fish with no fins, who is ostracised by the other fish 
because of his appearance. The moral being, one should not judge a 
book by its cover.



Robin, watercolour on paper, 25 x 20

Nicole Scott
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

Birds are beautiful. They fill our skies with their intricate patterns and our 
ears with their charming songs. In my paintings, I have tried to capture 
the beauty of the birds that I am studying by revealing their small, 
delicate bodies on paper and portraying their vibrant colours using 
watercolours. I want to create paintings that give each bird a personality, 
using an illustrative style that creates a sense of fun and innocence.  
The small wax birds also have their own quirky personalities.

‘May my heart always be open to little birds who are the secrets of living.’ 
– EE Cummings



Flats, gelatine silver print, 29 x 19

Amelia Sellers
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

As a photographer, I am particularly focused on photographing the tops 
of buildings, this in contrast to the way we spend our time so engrossed 
in the technology in our hands, forever looking down. The tops of the 
buildings pass us by unnoticed, invisible. My photographs are intended 
to underline the graphic and formal qualities of these often dynamic 
spaces, to encourage the viewer to look again, upwards.

Fel ffotograffydd, rwy’n canolbwyntio’n benodol ar dynnu lluniau pennau 
adeiladau, sy’n gwrthgyferbynnu â’r ffordd y byddwn yn treulio ein 
dyddiau wedi ymgolli’n llwyr yn nhechnoleg ein dwylo, gan edrych lawr 
drwy’r adeg. Ni fyddwn yn gweld pennau adeiladau; maent yn anweladwy 
i ni. Nod fy ffotograffau yw tanlinellu rhinweddau graffig a ffurfiol yr 
ardaloedd deinamig hyn, i annog y gwyliwr i edrych eto, tuag at i fyny



Arthur, embroidery on fabric, 17 x 17

Megan Skelcher
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

Photographs are appropriations from the flow of time and are used for 
many reasons, including the ubiquitous iconography of the personal.  
I have reprinted old ‘found’ photographs and, through the use of stitch,  
I am giving the subject of these ‘lost’ photographs a new identity.  
These portraits from the archive of forgotten family albums have, 
by some strange alchemy, found their way to me. I am a stranger to 
these shadows fixed in silver and instead of preserving their form in 
the photograph, I have used stitch to shape and adjust their original 
appearance, thus giving them a new identity, a rebirth 



King Popiel and The Mice Tower: The Letter from Family,  
ink and fine-liner on paper, 24 x 30

Magdalena Sledzikowska
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

This project developed from second year Illustration work which gave me 
a sense of purpose and direction. This was something that I truly want 
to do. Inspired by my Polish heritage and culture, I have been illustrating 
the folk legends of my home country. I want to broaden my knowledge 
and understanding of the diversity of my country. The illustrations are 
made with fine liners, a dip pen, Indian ink, and ink washes. Since a 
young age, I have been drawing. When I arrived at university college I was 
given the opportunity to explore different media, try different approaches 
and to experiment. It was good to eventually return to drawing from the 
imagination which I enjoy best of all.



Coal Seller, silver print, 21 x 17    

Patryk Szpak
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

My portfolio is a visual narrative linked to self. Over the last year I have 
been working on a project that engages with and photographically 
records, the lives and places of those living in the town where I spent the 
first years of my life; Jaworzyna Śląska, Poland. Through a documentary 
analysis of others through the mirror of myself, I have begun the process 
of rediscovering identity. 



Briggs I, etching, 20 x 24

Ashlynn Wardle
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

Personality serves as the foundation for an individual’s behaviour 
and interactions with their surrounding environment. Theorist such 
as Eysneck, Cattell, Myers, and Briggs have developed traits used to 
categorize and improve understanding of personality. Interested in 
underpinnings of personality, my work examines how the traits perceived 
to make individuals unique are shared with so many others. Through 
collage and the printmaking process, portraits were created showing 
the overlap of these unique yet communal qualities. The audience’s 
interaction with the artwork highlights the limited and varying insight an 
outsider experiences when assessing someone’s personality.

 



St David’s Hotel, digital photograph, 75 x 51

Gemma Woolley
BA Celfyddyd Gain | BA Fine Art

Can the ‘ordinary’ be made into something unusual, captivating and 
extraordinary? These urban subjects reflect the deterioration and 
isolation of our everyday surroundings. The commonplace scenes of 
abandoned structures, boats, dwellings and industrial buildings are 
all too familiar but their aesthetic qualities are equally all too easily 
overlooked. Such settings are increasingly commonplace on the fringes 
of modern Britain. They have been reinterpreted through a combination 
of colour and light with the aim of visually exposing the decline and 
societal malaise that has been accelerating since the 1970s.
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